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Nonduality 

is the state or condition 

of not being 

   separate and distinct 

even if appearing to be so. 

Nonduality1



Nonduality 2



Nonduality,
while it denies multiplicity, 
also denies its contradiction 
and subsumes both. 

If you can ‘see’ the meaning of these 
words, you do not need any more 
definitions. 

Nonduality 3



Nonduality 3a

Hint 

There are No contradictions, 
as seeming contradictions are 
products of the mind, existing 
in the mind, and as such are 
only fantasies and fantasies 
do not exist in absolute 
reality, do they? – or so it 
seems …



Western Logic (Aristotle)

“It is impossible for the same thing to 
belong and not to belong at the same 
time to the same thing and in the same 
respect” (Metaph IV 3 1005b19–20) 

X cannot be non-X. A thing cannot be 
and not be simultaneously. 

And nothing that is true can be self-
contradictory or inconsistent with any 
other truth. 

Law Non-Contradiction



Something is either A or not A. 

For example, "It is either 
raining or not raining;" or, 
"You are either wearing clothes 
or not wearing clothes." Some 
refer to this as "either/or" 
logic 

Law of Excluded Middle.



Chaos Theory: apparently random 
phenomena have underlying order. 

Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle: 
certain pairs of physical properties, 
such as position and momentum, cannot 
be simultaneously known to 
arbitrarily high precision 

Fuzzy Logic: computing based on 
"degrees of truth" rather than the 
usual "true or false" (1 or 0) 

Logic of Physics



The Eye of the Beholder
(similar for all senses)
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Reality

What are the types of reality?

How do we HOLD that reality?



Real Reality

“Think it is”

Realit
y-A



Real Reality

“Think it is”

Ideal Reality

“Hope it is”

Reality-
B



Real Reality
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Ideal Reality
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Real Reality
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Ideal Reality
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Reality-D

“Both/And”

“Either/Or”



Real Reality
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Reality-E



Real Reality
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Reality-F



Real Reality

“Think it is”

Ideal Reality
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Reality-G



Real Reality
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Collapse both sides

Reality-H



Real Reality
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Reality-I



It’s All Made Up.



Fantasy – The Mind of a Child Mind

Absence of Entification

Absence of Unnecessary Conditioning

Absence of Unnecessary Thinking
      -hence, Avoidable Suffering

Absence of Time and its Perception

Absence of Selfish Anger

Absence of Unnecessary Memory



Types of Time

• Solar Time (Day-Night)

• Lunar Time (Tides)

• Sidereal Time (Navigation)

• Galactic Time

• Universal Tome (from Big Bang)



What do all times have in common?

Measurement

What do all measurements have in common?

A human being to measure.

Remove the human,

Removee the measuring,

Which, therefore, removes Time:

Being but the measurement of motion.



But there not must be 
a Past, Present and a Future!

•Where does the past exist?

•Where does the future exist?

•Where does the present exist: 
that which is not yet past nor 
future – how ever fleeting..?



NO WHERE but in THE MIND.

Is not that which is in the mind 

but a FANTASY?



Area 17 of Brain

Rods/Cones
Transduction

Light Wave

Percepts
Elecro-Chem Impulses

The Eye of the Beholder



If Fantasy – then where &
 when are we?

NOWHERE?



If Fantasy – then where &
 when are we? (2)

NOW   HERE



What is Reality? (1)

An answer rests in ourselves. 
From The Quantum and the Lotus 
by Matthieu Ricard & Trinh Xuan Thuan 

(ISBN 1-4000-8079-7) David Bohm 
summarizes Quautum 
Mechanics/Particle Physics 
thusly:



What is Reality? (2)

Reality is what we take to be true.

What we take to be true is what we believe.

What we believe is based upon our perceptions.

What we perceive depends upon what we look 
for.

What we look for depends on what we think.

What we think depends on what we perceive.

What we perceive determines what we believe.

What we believe determines what we take to be 
true.

What we take to be true is our reality. (p. 121.)



What is the edge of Time?

There is no edge of time 
because there is No Time –
remove humans to measure 
perceived motion, thus

-removes time.

Regardless of what we might 
hope, dream, or desire.



Its all in the head!



Thank you!

Enjoy the Merry Dance!

Of Life with

Merriment and Glee!

Peace and Joy!
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